
STAGES OF EGO DEVELOPMENT

Jane Loevinger's stages of ego development â€œconceptualize a theory of ego development that was based on
Erikson's psychosocial modelâ€•,as well as on the .

Between-groups differences across levels of maternal ego development were significant for parental neglect
and parental warmth but not parental aggression. Maternal Ego Development and Parenting Previous studies
examining maternal ego development and parenting in opiate abusing women Fineman et al. Before going on I
should mention that the preceding three stagesâ€”the conformist, self-aware, and conscientious stagesâ€”are
the most common for adults in the United States, and there are fewer and fewer people at the stages we are
about to examine. In particular, conflictsâ€”both inner conflicts and conflicts between peopleâ€”are
appreciated as inevitable expressions of the fluid and multifaceted nature of people and of life in general; and
accepted as such, they are more easier faced and coped with. Their impulses affirm their sense of self however
are 'curbed by the environment'. Not being particularly good at meeting these needs on their own, however,
they are dependent and demanding. Wikipedia: Here the child 'asserts his growing sense of self' and views the
world in ego-centric terms. The nine stages[ edit ] Introduction[ edit ] Loevinger describes the ego as a process
rather than a thing. Its however important to note the parallels here with other eight stage developmental
theories. January Learn how and when to remove this template message Loevinger conceived of an ego
development system that would closely resemble moral development but be both broader in scope and utilize
empirical methods of study. Finally, this ability to wonder whether your family or peers are right about what is
right and wrong, to question whether you have been right about what is right and wrong, can lead to increased
self-criticism. At the sixth stage, the conscientious stage, this tendency towards self-evaluation and
self-criticism continues. Now lets get to the ego formation stages themselves: The first stage is the pre-social
and symbiotic stage. The majority of adults are at the conscientious-conformist level. Etiology of child
maltreatment: A developmental-ecological analysis. Wikipedia: The "Self-Protective" stage represents 'the
first step towards self-control of impulses Likewise, a capacity for metacognition may be prerequisite to
recognizing inner states of oneself and others. Here you can find the full transcript of the lecture and here you
can find the slides. They are too immersed in the moment and in their own needs to think or care much about
others; instead, they experience the world in egocentric terms, in terms of how things are affecting me.
However, a number of people remain at this stage throughout their lives. I will draw heavily from a course
lecture by Prof. One has not yet acquired the interpersonal logic'. At the seventh stage, the individualistic
stage, the focus on relationships increases, and although achievement is still valued, relationships tend to be
more valued even more. Interestingly, both feelings of happiness and feelings of shame tend to peak at this
stage. These women would tend to agree with such statements as "[a] mother should be her daughter's best
friend" while at the same time endorsing punitive behavior. This is because the Child's 'needs and feelings are
experienced mostly in bodily modes',[12] and 'the child's orientation at this stage is almost exclusively to the
present rather than to past or future'. This differs from the conformist stage where the tendency is to feel
shame. In short, they are appreciating themselves and others as unique. At this stage the ego continues to be
focused on bodily feelings, basic impulses, and immediate needs. For example, a baby will not fall asleep until
they have their favourite toy or blankie in the crib with them. Impulsive stage E2 The second stage is the
impulsive stage. They tend to not be at the point where they reach much resolution on these issues, but they
are thinking about them. There is also greater tolerance of ambiguity. Wikipedia: Loevinger considered the
Self-Aware also known as 'Conscientious-Conformist' Transitional Stage to be 'model for adults in our
society',[24] and thought that few pass the stage before at least the age of twenty-five. Higher levels of
psychopathology may have caused mothers to enter treatment where new insights led to upward shifts in ego
development. Study Limitations The data used in this study were collected at a single time-point baseline and
findings confirm correlation but not causation between ego development and other variables.


